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Mammographic screening of asymptomatic women
has shown effectiveness in the reduction of breast
cancer mortality, We are developing a computerized
scheme for the detection of mammographic masses as
an aid to radiologists in mammographic screening
programs. Possible masses on digitized screen/film
mammograms are initially identified using a nonlinear
bilateral-subtraction technique, which is based on
asymmetric density patterns occurring in correspond
ing portions of right and left mammograms. In this
study, we analyze the characteristics of actual masses
and nonmass detections to develop feature-analysis
techniques with which to reduce the number of non
mass (ie, false-positive) detections. These feature
analysis techniques involve (1) the extraction of vari
ous features (such as area, contrast, circularity and
border-distance based on the density and geometric
information of masses in both processed, and original
breast images), and (2) tests of the extracted features
to reduce nonmass detections. Cumulative histograms
of both actual-mass detections and nonmass detec
tions are used to characterize extracted features and
to determine the cutoff values used in the feature
tests. The effectiveness of the feature-analysis tech
niques is evaluated in combination with the computer
ized detection scheme that uses the nonlinear bilateral
subtraction technique using free-response receiver
operating characteristic analysis and 77 patient cases
(308 mammograms). Results show that the feature
analysis techniques effectively improve the perfor
mance of the computerized detection scheme: about
35% false-positive detections were eliminated with
out 1055 in sensitivity when the feature-analysis tech
niques were used.
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However, this screening procedure generates a
large volume of mammograms that must be
interpreted by radiologists. To assist radiolo
gists in such screening programs, we are devel
oping a computerized scheme for the detection
of masses in digital mamrnograms.v' Masses on
mammograms can be difficult to detect, yet have
higher positive biopsy yield of cancer than
calcifications and other mammographic abnor
malities, and are more likely to represent inva
sive cancer. Our computerized detection scheme
involves: (1) the isolation of the breast region on
the digital mammogram and the alignment of
two corresponding breast images; (2) the identi
fication of regions suspicious for possible masses;
and (3) the feature analysis of suspicious re
gions to reduce the number of nonmass (false
positive) detections. The initial identification of
possible masses uses a nonlinear bilateral
subtraction technique.'

The visual features of regions identified as
suspicious masses may be used as additional
criteria for the differentiation between normal
and abnormal tissues.>? In this study, we ana
lyzed by computer the features of actual-mass
and nonmass detections identified initially using
the nonlinear bilateral-subtraction technique as
a basis for reducing the number of nonmass
detections (ie, false-positive detections). Here,
nonmass detections refer to those computer
reported locations that correspond to areas of
normal breast tissue. The feature-analysis tech
niques involve (1) the extraction of various
features for each of identified suspicious re
gions on both processed and original images
(such as area, contrast, circularity and border
distance based on the density and geometric
information of masses in both processed and
original breast images) and (2) tests of the
extracted features to classify each suspicious
region as either "mass" or "nonmass." Cumula
tive histograms of both actual-mass detections
and nonmass detections are used to optimize
the feature-analysis techniques. The effective
ness of each feature-analysis technique is evalu
ated using free-response receiver operating char
acteristic 8,9 (FROC) analysis.
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MATERIALS

The da tabase used in this study was obtained
from clinical screen/ film mammograms (Kodak
MinR screen/OM-1 film; Rochester, NY). Each
patient case includes two pairs of mammo
grams: right and left medio la teral oblique
(MLO) views, and right and left craniocaudal
views. The database was comprised of 77 clini
cal cases, totalling 154 pai rs of mammograms
(90 of whic h had one ma ss per pair). All masses
present in the mammograms were verified from
biopsy and pathology reports. These 90 masses
were rated subjec tively on basis of their con spi
cuity by an expert radiologist using a five
category scale as shown in Fig 1. The database
has been described elsewhere in detail with
respect to subjectivity, lesion size and lesion
contrast.v'" It should be noted that most masses
are in the three sub tle categories.

The screen/film mammograms were digitized
using a laser film digiti zer (Konica KFRD-S)
with a sampling distance of .131 mm and lO-bit
quantization. Digitized mammograms were then
subsampled to form 512 x 512 matrices, having
an effective sampling distance of .4 mm . Figure
2 shows an example of a pair of digitized
mammograms obtained in the MLO view, with a
malignant mass ind icat ed by an arrow in the
right breast image.

METHODS

Computerized Detection Scheme

The computerized scheme for the detect ion
of masses was deve loped to extract automati
cally the differences in radiographic appear-
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Fig 1. Subtlety distribut ion of masses. A t otal of 90 ma sses
w ere su bjectively rated by an ex pert radiologist int o five
catego ries.
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Fig 2. Example of a d igit ized ma mmogram in MLO view,
w ith a malignant ma ss indica ted by an arrow ,

ances of ma sses and nor mal tissues in mammo
grams. Mammographic masses in screen / film
mammograms usually ar e identified visually us
ing criteria>? of density, geometric pattern, and
asymmetry between the right and left breasts.
The non linear bilateral-subtraction technique is
based on the general architectural symmetry
between normal right and left breasts, with
asymmetries corresponding to possible masses.
This met hod of identifying the locations of
possible masses has been discussed in detail
elsewhere" and will be described only br iefly in
this article.

Initially the digital right and left mammo
grams ar e aligned using an automa ted proce
dure that has been described elsewhere ." Ne xt,
the nonlinear bila te ral-subtraction te chniquev'?
is perfor med for the init ial identification of
possible masses. The procedure includes genera
tion of a set of gray-level threshold images fro m
bo th right and left mammograms; bilateral sub 
traction between the corresponding right and
left threshold images; an d run-length linking of
the multiple subtraction images.v'" Figure 3
shows an example of run-length images for th e
right and left breast images, which were ob
ta ined from the original breast images shown in
Fig 2. It should be noted that the mass is
enhanced and th e normal tissues are sup 
pressed in the run-length images. The two run 
length images are then thresholded to form
binary images, which are subsequently pro
cessed" using a morphologica l closing opera-
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Fig 3, Example of run-length images for the right and left
breast images produced from the original breast images
shown in Fig 1
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ing images are referred to as processed images
in this article , Remaining regions suspicious for
possible masses are then analyzed for the devel
opment of the feature-analysis techniques as
described below to reduce the number of non鹏

mass detections ,

Feature-Analysis Techniques

Many of the suspicious regions initially identi
fied as possible masses by the nonlinear bilateral
subtraction technique are not true breast masses ,

Mammographically, masses may be distin
guished from normal tissues based on their
density and geometric patterns as well as on
asymmetries between the corresponding loca
tions of right and left breast images , Not all of
these features have been used in the initial
identification of possible masses. Therefore , in
a second stage of the mass-detection process,
features such as the area, the contrast、and the
geometric shape of each suspicious region are
examined using various computer-based tech
niques, as will be described bclow, to reduce the
number of nonmass detections (ie , to increase
specificity) , This analysis involves (1) the extrac
tion of various features from suspicious regions
in both the processed images and the original
images, and (2) the determination of appropri-
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ate cutoff values for the 已xtracted features in
merging the individual feature measures to
classify each suspicious region as mass or non
mass ,

features extracted in the p'υcessed images.
The area of each suspicious region in the
processed images is examined first to eliminate
suspicious regions that arc smaller than a prede
termined cutoff、area. The effective area of a
mass in the digital mammogram corresponds to
the p叫ected area of the actual mass in the
breast after it has been blurred by the x-ray
imaging system and the digitizer. The area of a
suspicious region on the digital mammogram is
defined as the number of pixels in the region , as
illustrated by a solid-line contour in Fig 4. An
appropriate minimum area might be deter
mined on the basis of the effective areas of
actual breast masses as outlined by a radiolo
gist. However, because the area of each suspi
cious region identified by the computer in the
processed image is dependent on the density
information of that suspicious region and on the
nature of the digital processing, the computer-

Breast border

/

Possible mass

Fig 4. Schematic illustration of area and border-distance
measures in the processed images, (x;,y;) is one pixellocation
in the possible mass , and (XbhYb;) is the location in the border
that is closest to (x;,y; ). Suspicious regions are obtained from
the thresholded run-length images after morphological filter
ing operations.
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identified area may not be the same as the area
in the original mammogram. Therefore, a
method for the determination of the critical size
cutoff for area discrimination will be introduced
in a following section. This method is based on
the distributions of areas of the regions that
correspond to actual masses (actual-mass detec
tions) and those that correspond to anatomic
background only (nonmass detections).

A border-distance test was developed to elimi
nate artifacts arising from any border misalign
ment that occurred during the initial registra
tion of the right and left br east images . Imperfect
alignment produces art ifacts that lie almost
along the breast border in the processed image.
In clinical practice, malignant masses are un
usual in the immediate subcutaneous regions
and are almost always clinically palpable. There 
fore, for each computer-reported suspicious
region, the dista nce, d., between each point
inside the suspicious region , (X;,Yi ), and the
closest border poin t, (Xbi,Ybi), is calculated as
indicated in Fig 4. Distances calcu lated from all
points in the suspicious region are then aver-
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aged to yield an average distance, d, as given by
the following formula:

I N 1 N

d = IV~ di = IV~ J (Xbi - Xi)2 + (Ybi - Yi)2,

where N is the total number of points in the
region. Notice that the location of (Xbi,Ybi) varies
with the location of (Xi,Yi) ' If the average dis
tance is less than a selected cutoff distance from
the border, then the suspicious region is re
garded as a misalignment ar tifact and is elimi 
nated from the list of possible masses.

Features extracted in the original images . To
examine the actu al radi ographic appearances of
regions identified as suspicious for masses in the
processed images, these sites are mapped to
corresponding loca tions on the original digital
mammogram. This involves au tomatically select
ing a rectangular regio n in the original image
based on the size of the suspicious region in the
processed image. This rectangular region encom
passes the suspicious region in the processed
image, as shown in Fig 5. After the mapping, the

Fig 5. Mapping from the (A)
processed image to t he (B) origi
nal image. The region in th e pro
cessed imag e is mapped t o t he
original image by using a rectan
gula r box. The suspicious (black)
regi on in the origina l image is
determi ne d by a reg ion-growing
technique.



Fig 6. Illustration of (A) circularity and IS} contrast me a
sures in the origina l images . The number of th e pixels ins ide
the circle is equal t o t he num ber of pixe ls in th e grown region
of a possible mass.

eliminates suspicious regions th at are elongated
in shape, ie, those having circular ities below a
cer tain cutoff value.

Actual masses are denser than surrounding
normal tissues . A con trast test is used to extract
this local density information in terms of a
normalized contrast meas ure. Contrast can be
defined as a difference in pixel values because
the characteristic curve of the digitizer, which
relates optical density to pixel value, is approxi
mately linear. Contrast is defined here as the
average gray-level difference between a se
lected portion inside the suspicious region (Pm)
and a se lected portion (Pn) immediately sur
rounding the suspicious region, as shown in Fig
6B. This definition of contrast is rela ted to the
local contrast of the mass in the breast image. In
this study, Pm corresponds to the average gray
value calculated from pixels having gray values
in the upper 20% of the gray-level histog ram
de termined within the suspicious region and P"
corresponds to the average gray value of four
blocks (each 3 x 9 pixels in size) near the four
extremes of the suspic ious regio n (Fig 68).
Thus, the contrast test elimin ates regions with
low loca l con trast, ie, those that have similar
gray levels inside and outside the suspicious
region . In this study, a normalized contrast
measure, defined as (Pm - Pn) /Pm , rather than
contrast , defined as (Pm - Pn), was used to
characterize the contrast property of suspicious
regions. It should be noted that the large area
measure described above also provides contrast
informat ion of each suspicio us region , which is
mapped from the processed image and is sub
ject to the area discrimination when the area of
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pixel location in the rectangular region having
the maximum (peak) value is found. In this
process, the image data are smoothed using a
kernel of 3 x 3 pixels to avoid isolated spike
artifacts when searching for the peak value .
Howeve r, it should be noted that all following
operations are performed on the original un
smoothed images. A corresponding suspicious
region in the original image is then identified
using region growing.!" In this study, the loca
tion with the peak gray level is used as the
starting point for the growing of each region ,
which is terminated when the gray level of the
grown regio n reaches a pred etermined cutoff
gray value . This predetermined gray-leve l cutoff
was selected on the basis of an analysis of the 90
true masses on the original breast images. In
this study, a cutoff value of 97% of the peak
pixel value was selecte d empirically to prevent
overestima ting the area of true masses by the
region-growing tec hnique. However, it should
be noted that this criterion tends to underesti
mate the area of many actual masses because of
the stric t cutoff value selec ted for region grow
ing.

Each grown region in the original image is
examined with respect to area, circularity, and
contrast. The area of the grown region is calcu 
lated first. Similar to the area test used in the
processed images, this test can be used to
remove small regions that cons ist of only a few
pixels. Because the cutoff value used in the
region-growing technique in the original images
is predetermined, the grown regions in the
original images may become very large if the
local contrast of the locations corresponding to
suspicious regions identified in the processed
images is very low. Therefore, some suspi cious
regions with an ext remely low local con trast are
eliminated by setting a large area cutoff.

The shape of the grown region in the original
breast image is then exami ned by a circu lar ity
measure because the density patterns of actual
masses are generally more circu lar than those of
glandular tissues or ducts. To determine the
circularity of a given region, an effective circle ,
whose area (Ae ) is equal to that of the grown
region (A ) , is centered about the corresponding
centroid, as shown in Fig 6A. The circularity is
defined as the ra tio of the partial area of the
grown region with in the effective circle (Ap ) to
the area of the grown region . The circulari ty test
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for both actual-mass detections and nonmass
detections were calculated using the 308 mam
mograms (154 pairs with a total of 90 masses).
Figures 7A through E show cumulative histo
grams for the five features discussed earlier.
These feature measures were calculated after
nonlinear bilateral-subtraction.' Figures 7A and
7C show cumulative histograms for the area
measures in both the processed images and
original images, respectively. Note that, in Fig
7C, an area of 30,000 pixels is used to represent
those regions whose areas are equal to or
greater than 30,000 pixels during the region
growing process in the original image. A very
large area identified in the original image im
plies that the contrast of the corresponding
suspicious region detected in the processed
image is very low and, therefore, tends to be a
nonmass detection. Figure 7C shows that a large
proportion of the nonmass regions detected in
the original images have large area. Figures 7B,
D, and E represent cumulative histograms for
the border-distance, circularity, and normalized
contrast measures, respectively. An example of
the corresponding histogram for the circularity
distributions is also shown in Fig 7D. It is
apparent that cumulative frequencies of actual
mass detections are lower than those of non
mass detections at small values for each of these
extracted features. This indicates that more
nonmass detections than actual-mass detections
can be eliminated by setting a particular cutoff
value for each feature. It should be noted also
that it is possible to select cutoffs so that a
certain percentage of nonmass detections will
be eliminated while retaining all actual-mass
detections. For example, as shown in Fig 7C, the
nonmass detections can be reduced by 15%
without loss of any actual-mass detections if a
minimum area cutoff of 30 pixels is used in the
original images. It should be noted that both
minimum and maximum cutoffs can be used, as
in the elimination of nonmass detections by use
of the area test. This shows both the way in
which the cumulative histograms can be used to
select cutoff values of extracted features and the
effectiveness of feature-analysis techniques in
the reduction of nonmass detections. Based on
the distributions of the cumulative frequencies
and the requirement of high sensitivity, a set of
cutoff values can be selected from the cumula
tive histograms such that no actual-mass detec-
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its corresponding grown region is obtained.
However, the normalized contrast measure pro
vides contrast information of each suspicious
region, which is calculated from the grown
region and is subject to the normalized contrast
discrimination.

In the computerized detection scheme, vari
ous extracted features are merged sequentially
in the order of area test (including areas in both
the processed and original images), border
distance test, circularity test, and contrast test
(normalized contrast measure). The effect of
varying this order will be discussed in a subse
quent section.

Optimization ofFeature-Analysis Techniques

The aim of using feature-analysis techniques
is to reduce the number of nonmass detections
without loss of actual-mass detections, that is, to
increase specificity without loss in sensitivity.
Therefore, optimization of the cuttoff values
used in merging the values of the various fea
tures to distinguish between masses and non
masses is an important step in the computerized
detection scheme. In this study, the feature
analysis techniques are optimized by analyzing
the cumulative histograms!' of both actual-mass
detections and nonmass detections for each
extracted feature. A cumulative histogram of a
particular feature represents a monotonic rela
tionship between cumulative frequency and the
feature value. Here, feature value refers to the
particular quantitative measure of the feature.
For example, shape is characterized by a circu
larity measure that ranges from 0 to 1. The
corresponding cumulative histogram is calcu
lated using the formula

where p is a value of the extracted feature
between the minimum value, Pmim and the
maximum value, Pma:n whereas F(P') is the
frequency of occurrence of the feature at the
corresponding feature value p.

Cumulative histograms can be used to charac
terize each extracted feature and to determine
an appropriate cutoff value for that feature. For
each individual feature, cumulative histograms
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Fig 7. Examples of cumulative histograms of both actual
mass detections and nonmass detections for (A) the area and
(B) the border-distance tests in the processed Images; [C] the
area, (D) the circularity, and (E) the contrast tests in the
original images. Data were generated from 154 pairs of mam
mograms. The inset in (D) shows the corresponding histo
gram.

tions are eliminated, ie, such that sensitivity is
not reduced.

RESULTS

The computerized scheme for the detection
of possible masses was tested on the 154 pairs of
mammograms in this study. Because the comput
erized scheme involves the multiple detection of
possible mammographic masses in a single im
age, FROC analysis's? is used to evaluate detec
tion performance. The performance data are fit
to FROC curves using the FROCFIT program."

Detection performance data were calculated
for the computerized scheme that uses the

nonlinear bilateral-subtraction technique for
the initial identification of possible masses in
combination with various feature tests. In this
study, an area of 10,000 pixels (about 4 em x 4
em) is always used as the cutoff for the large
area measure, which corresponds to the area of
the largest actual mass in the database. The
cutoffs for all extracted features were set at
levels such that no actual-mass detections were
eliminated. It should be noted that these cutoff
values are based on the particular set of clinical
cases studied. Performance data consisted of
sets of paired true-positive fractions, defined as
the ratio of the number of actual masses de-
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Fig 8. FROC curves generated at different stages of feature
testing. These curves were generated using the nonlinear
bilateral-subtraction technique at various threshold levels
corresponding to different percent areas under the gray-level
histogram 01the subtraction images in the linking operation.

tected to the total number of actual masses, and
mean numbers of false-positive detections per
image, defined as the ratio of the total number
of nonmass detections to the total number of
images. At each stage of feature testing, esti
mates of these points on an FROC curve were
generated by varying the thresholding level that
was used in the linking of the multiple-subtrac
tion images.' For example, at a sensitivity of
approximately 80%, the mean number of false
positive detections per image is 3. A total of five
sets of performance data were generated, repre
senting the performance of the computerized
detection scheme before the use of feature
tests, after addition of the area test, after
addition of the border-distance test (ie, using
both the area test and the border-distance test),
after addition of the circularity test, and after
addition of the contrast test. The detection
scheme achieved a sensitivity of 91.1% at a
false-positive rate of 9.9 per image before appli
cation of the feature tests and a sensitivity of
91.1% at a false-positive rate of 6.5 per image
after application of all feature tests. Thus, the
feature tests reduced the false-positive rate by
35% without loss of sensitivity.

Each set of performance data was fitted to an
FROC curve as shown in Fig 8. The different
curves in Fig 8 represent the performance
obtained from the addition of the various stages
of feature testing, starting with no feature tests
and followed sequentially by the addition of the
area, border-distance, circularity, and contrast

Figure 8 shows that when the area test is used
first, its effect on the reduction of nonmass
detections dominates that of other tests. For
example, at a sensitivity of 91.1%, the mean
number of false-positive detections per image
was reduced by 27.7% with the area test, an
additional 2.5% by the border-distance test,
.5% by the circularity test, and 4% by the
contrast test. About 41% of the nonmass elimi
nations achieved by the area test occurred
because the area of the potential mass identi
fied by the computer was large. The small effect
of the border-distance test is related to gray
level distributions in the breast images because
gray values usually are lower near the skin line
than elsewhere in the breast. The nonlinear
bilateral-subtraction technique is based on the
contrast distributions within single-breast im
ages as well as between bilateral-breast images.
Therefore, alignment artifacts may be sup
pressed because the pixels near the breast
border may not have enough contrast to be
identified (by thresholding) as suspicious re
gions. The small effect of the circularity test on
detection improvement may be associated with
the complexity of the density patterns of the
suspicious masses that were extracted using the
region-growing technique, which could yield
small circularity values for some grown regions
that correspond to actual-mass detections. How
ever, the circularity test is expected to be
improved when a better region-growing tech
nique is developed for extracting suspicious
regions in the original images.

In this study, the feature tests are imple
mented sequentially. Different sequences used
in applying the feature tests may change interme
diate results, but the final performance result
must be the same when a given set of cutoff
values is used because a suspicious region is
classified as a mass if and only if it passes all of
the individual feature test. The effects of all
possible sequences of feature tests on detection
performance was examined. By varying the
number of feature tests included in all 24
possible sequences, the average numbers of
nonmass detections per image eliminated by the
addition of each feature in each sequence was

tests. It is apparent that the feature tests im
prove detection performance substantially.

DISCUSSION
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determined. The overall number of nonmass
detections eliminated by the full set of feature
tests remained the same, regardless of sequence
order, because the cutoff value for each feature
was kept constant in all the different sequences.
The area test eliminated many more nonmass
detections than did the other tests. It was found
that the amount of nonmass detections elimi
nated by each feature test varied slightly as the
sequence changed. With sensitivity fixed at
91.1%, the average percent reductions of non
mass detections by the area test, the border
distance test, the circularity test, and the con
trast test were 26.8%, 2.9%, .7%, and 4.6%,
respectively. The corresponding standard devia
tions were .3%, .3%,.1 %, and.l %, respectively,
indicating that the variation in nonmass reduc
tion caused by different sequences of the tests is
negligible. It should also be pointed out that the
feature measures could be merged alternatively
in a parallel operation, such as that provided by
an artificial neural network.J'v" This possibility
will require further investigation.

CONCLUSION

To reduce nonmass (false-positive) detec
tions, various feature-analysis technique were
developed to extract various features of regions
identified as suspicious for masses and to deter-
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mine appropriate cutoff values for the extracted
features in merging the individual feature mea
sures to classify each suspicious region as mass
or nonmass. The features examined for each
suspicious region involved the area in both the
processed images and original images, the bor
der distance in the processed images, and circu
larity and contrast in the original images. The
appropriate cutoff values used for the various
feature tests were chosen on the basis of cumu
lative histograms for both actual-mass detec
tions and nonmass detections. In this study, the
feature tests were merged in a sequential man
ner. The effectiveness of feature tests on the
reduction of false-positive (nonmass) detec
tions was evaluated using FROC analysis in
combination with the computerized detection
scheme that used the nonlinear bilateral
subtraction technique. Results showed that fea
ture-analysis techniques were effective in the
reduction of nonmass detections: approximately
35% of the nonmass detections were eliminated
without loss of actual-mass detections (ie, with
out loss of sensitivity).
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